2020 HONORS OF EPSILON PI RECIPIENTS

ARC OF EPSILON PI

Alpha–Syracuse University
Robin Janas McKay
Mu–Brenau University
Jennifer Teeter
Rho–Iowa State University
Cynthia Still Birk
Dayna Peterson Forbrook
Tau–University of Toronto
Kabita Esteves Caramujo
Nicole Ramos
Upsilon–University of Oklahoma
Erin Watson Cook
Haley Anjelica Mowdy Owen
Colette Maytubby Wind
Phi–Oregon State University
Laura Lee Delling
Psi–University of Alabama
Lisa Ashmore Couch
Elissa Handley Tyson
Omega–University of Akron
Kelly Stasko Toole
Alpha Beta–University of Michigan
Christina Mui Amata
Dawna Phillips Kuhne
Alpha Delta–Ohio Wesleyan University
Jan Abraham
Alpha Eta–Dalhousie University
Stephanie Jaffres
Carole Thompson
Alpha Sigma–Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Martha Nicely Shields
Alpha Tau–Edinboro University of Pennsylvania
Nancy Edako Svoboda
Alpha Upsilon–Central Michigan University
Kristen Alters
Alpha Chi–Thiel College
Joyce Watkins Terrill
Beta Alpha–Nebraska Wesleyan University
Marlinda Reed Mead
Beta Beta–North Dakota State University
Kolby Schaeffer Fraase
Brenna Pratt Naseer
Elizabeth Kadmans Skoy
Beta Iota–Baldwin Wallace College
Rika Goudy
Shelby Tate Kulick
Beta Epsilon–Carroll University
Lenel Brown
Briana Books Schnittke
Beta Eta–Southern Illinois University
Carbondale
Jacquelyn Held Dunn
Gay Heinemann Kelly
Beta Iota–Eastern Illinois University
Blair Jones
Beta Kappa–University of Iowa
Helen Toms Machuta
Beta Omicron–Illinois State University
Natasha Nunoo Ponder
Sarah Tristan Rinker
Melissa Ann Kelly Smith
Amanda Thomason Williams
Gamma Alpha–University of Georgia
Erin Deitrich Dekle
Alyson Seeling Farmery
Kate Hardaway
Lucy Hicks Holman
Jane Miller Taylor
Alice White
Gamma Beta–Florida State University
Cristina Izquierdo
Gamma Delta–Auburn University
Kristin Melville Hicks
Gamma Zeta–University of Memphis
Mary “Ashli” Avis
Leigh “Allison” Hubbard Randolph
Ashley Pemberton Ricossa
Gamma Lambda–Longwood University
Veronica “Vicky” Owles Goodin
Gamma Omicron–Eastern Kentucky University
Kimberly Ann Morris Frazier
Gamma Phi–Georgia Institute of Technology
Anna Kerlin Wise
Pamela Lin
Courtney Stewart
Gamma Omega–University of Alabama
at Birmingham
Jennifer Avant Goodwin
Katy Vest Pate
Delta Alpha–University of Southern California
Gayle Baumen Seely
Kathleen Harris Windsor
Delta Gamma–Montana State University
Birgit Nielsen Becker
Delta Epsilon–University of California, Los Angeles
Giselle Rocha Milatovic
Delta Kappa–University of Alberta
Melissa Creech
Cara Jones
Sherri Malcolm
Sian Swinerton Swendsen
Delta Pi–San Francisco State University
Jessica Bent
Karlie Nieto Lunsford
Delta Rho–Sonoma State University
Katharine LiMandri
Delta Tau–Chapman University
Chelsea Gregory
Kimberly Katz
Shane Paugh Strickman
Erica Garcia Tsuchala
Epsilon Delta–University of Texas at Austin
Sydney Smith McCann
Epsilon Epsilon–William Jewell College
Sara Estes
Kristin Phillips Hays
Epsilon Zeta–Arkansas State University
Kirby Massey Smith
Ellen McCaulay Webb
Epsilon Nu–University of Central Oklahoma
Jennifer Mason Arvyong
Linda Pratz Shugert
Epsilon Rho–Texas A&M University
Melissa Murray Plaster

Epsilon Phi–Texas Woman’s University
Marie Hopkins Davis
Suzanne Hengst Gindele

Epsilon Psi–University of Texas at Dallas
Marie Hopkins Davis
Suzanne Hengst Gindele

Zeta Alpha–Eastern Michigan University
Holley Bevins McManus
Angela Braeseker Potts
Rachel Arlney Simmons

Zeta Gamma–Gannon University
Lindsey Hopkkins Hall

Zeta Delta–Towson University
Stephanie Jones

Zeta E–Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Sadie Josephs
Raha Moussavi

Zeta Nu–Alma College
Claire Hammer Boone
Cairn McNicholas Green
Kamryn Kurtzner Fraleigh

Zeta Omicron–Kettering University
Keri Zebracki Drotleff
Angie Suthivarakom

Zeta Phi–Saint Joseph’s University
Mary “Molly” Abbott

Zeta Sigma–Northwood University
Christa Rouse Beloskur

Zeta Upsilon–Northern Michigan University
Amber Morneau Wagner

Zeta Zeta–Miami University
Laura Letton

Zeta Omega–Ontario Tech University
Karen Hastings Davidson
Nicole Ypes

Theta Beta–Auburn University at Montgomery
Brenda Binford Rowell

Theta Epsilon–University of South Alabama
Jennifer Marshall Ross

Theta Omega–Ontario Tech University
Karen Hastings Davidson
Nicole Ypes

Theta Iota–Western Kentucky University
Kristen Dahl Gable

Theta Lambda–University of West Florida
Janice Gunter Palanjian

Theta Sigma–Valdosta State University
Jayme Wolfe Robbins

Theta Upsilon–Georgetown College
Amber Dillon Campbell
Sarah Benge Clifton
Cathy Jones Forman
Andrea Carrico Irwin

Theta Phi University of Tampa
Chelsea Bagley Konrad
Laura Welch Sokalski

ARC WITH DIAMOND

Kappa–Allegheny College
Erin Kennedy Butkovic

Mu–Brenau University
Melanie Eisenhart

Mu–Iowa State University
Tiffany Schnier Lockmann

Tau–University of Toronto
Paula Martins

Chi–Michigan State University
Sheryl Janke

Psi–University of Alabama
Nancy Richeson Siniard

Omega–University of Akron
Rachel Messenger

Alpha Beta–University of Michigan
Debra Foster Sunden

Alpha Eta–Albion College
Tara Vanderharst Cantrill

Alpha Lambda–The Ohio State University
Kina Kerst
Alice Ann Wetzel

Alpha Alpha–Nebraska Wesleyan University
Mary Ann Lundein Erickson
Williamette Schafer Gallagher

Beta Beta–North Dakota State University
Corinne O’Connell Thielges

Beta Xi–Purdue University
Meg Brannan Fortnery

Gamma Alpha–University of Georgia
Helen Sutton Milburn

Gamma Beta–Florida State University
Terri Brdy Coker
Marilyn Hart Fair
Allison Joiner Nicholson

Gamma Xi–Murray State University
Beth Ann Dunavant Pounds

Delta Alpha–University of Southern California
Anne Rubsamen

Delta Beta–Washington State University
Glee Hall Schmidt

Delta Eta–San Diego State University
Julia Parks Lampaat

Delta Iota–California State University, Chico
Alison Miller

Delta Omicron–University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Tanya Adams
Jamie Yamamoto

Epsilon Alpha–University of Missouri
Nann Blaine Hilyard

Epsilon Epsilon–University of Iowa
Robin Hollrah
Kristin Leitze

Epsilon Kappa–Pittsburgh State University
Shannon Nichols Fletcher
Laura Mortick

Epsilon Lambda–University of Central Missouri
Kathy Kenep Beck

Epsilon Nu–University of Central Oklahoma
Patricia Cunningham Landrum

Epsilon Rho–Texas A&M University
Jane Ann Blickham

Epsilon Sigma–University of Missouri
Heather Rider Mundwilier

Theta Beta–Auburn University at Montgomery
Charlene Foster Wachs

Theta Epsilon–University of South Alabama
Jennifer Marshall Ross

Theta Iota–Virginia Commonwealth University
Melanie Kington Evans

Theta Kappa–Western Kentucky University
Elizabeth Franks Anderson
Heather Rider Mundwilier

Theta Rho–Barry University
Kami Schichtel McLaughlin

Kappa Beta–Virginia Western State University
Cheriee Kemple Walling

ARC WITH DIAMONDS

Epsilon–University of Kentucky
Laurie Cunningham

Sigma–University of Illinois
Linda Burruss Linscott

Upsilon–University of Oklahoma
Nancy Bowman Shook
Laure Harms Taylor

Omega–University of Akron
Amy Racin Danks
Alpha Beta—University of Michigan
Daniella “Dani” Picciotti

Alpha Xi—University of Maryland
Anne Loring Eiler

Alpha Omicron—West Virginia Wesleyan College
Charity-Anne Metz Schuller

Alpha Pi—Wayne State University
Amy Catanzaro

Beta Alpha—Nebraska Wesleyan University
Jill Ebers Dolberg
Cindy Haseman Slykhuis

Beta Delta—Indiana University
Jean Larum Frisoni
Joyce Braswell Porter

Beta Epsilon—Carroll University
Susan Swaer

Beta Eta—Southern Illinois University Carbondale
Janet Smith Hornstra

Gamma Alpha—University of Georgia
Susan Folger Cutchins
Marialice Boyd Souther

Gamma Omicron—Eastern Kentucky University
Christy Fortney
Shanna Brown Smith

Gamma Omega—University of Alabama at Birmingham
Emma Kristin Johnston Chapleau
Dana Peden-Gentile

Epsilon Alpha—University of Missouri
Elizabeth “Libby” Harrison Julo

Gamma Xi—University of Memphis
Shirley Cochran Martin

Epsilon Gamma—University of Denver
Patty Lou Cook Fulkerson

Rho—University of Oklahoma
Wendy Dunham Brady

Omega—University of Akron
Debbie Douglass Roth

Alpha Pi—Wayne State University
Debbie Fick Wendler

Alpha Delta—Ohio Wesleyan University
Linda Mansfield Spears

Alpha Mu—Pennsylvania State University
Karen Miklos Katz

Beta Alpha—Nebraska Wesleyan University
Nancy Ross Bowen

Beta Xi—Purdue University
Bonnie Brown

Gamma Alpha—University of Georgia
Nancy Garrott Mele

Delta Sigma—University of Hawaii
Mary Lou Ikeda Miwa

Epsilon Alpha—University of Missouri
Elizabeth “Libby” Harrison Julo

Epsilon Xi—East Central University
Karla Taylor Brooks

Gamma Beta—Florida State University
Alicia Adams

Gamma Zeta—University of Memphis
Lindsay Jarman
Stephanie Simpson

Gamma Lambda—Longwood University
Martha Petry Parham

Epsilon Beta—University of Kansas
Barbara Krumme Geiger

Zeta Delta—Towson University
Janis Lang Bartosz

Zeta Omicron—Kettering University
Adrienne Kerr Beckett

Theta Eta—University of Tennessee at Martin
Catherine Matthews

CRESCENT WITH DIAMONDS
Zeta Beta—Lehigh University
Mary Beth Dulcey Morabito

Zeta Delta—Towson University
Katherine Klinefelter Hastings

ARC WITH DIAMONDS AND PEARLS
Rho—Iowa State University
Mary Jane Wallinshaw Garland
Phi—Oregon State University
Sandy Orr Jameson

Alpha Gamma—University of Cincinnati
Elaine Barrick Bess

Alpha Upsilon—Central Michigan University
Martha Vorech Frank

Beta Delta—Indiana University
Mary Nelson Herther

Beta Xi—Purdue University
Jessie Ellen Simone Waller

Gamma Xi—Murray State University
Shirley Cochran Martin

Epsilon Xi—University of Central Oklahoma
Rie Gerah Hoehner

CRESCENT
Rho—Iowa State University
Melissa Jacobson James

Alpha Upsilon—Central Michigan University
Michele Schallip

Beta Delta—Indiana University
Rosemary Goolik Jordan

Gamma Alpha—University of Georgia
Jennifer Smentek Mores

ARC WITH DIAMONDS
Iota—University of Washington
Sandy McMurray Novak
Cherie Tucker

Lambda—Northwestern University
Cherie Johnson Wickstrom

Rho—Iowa State University
Janice Johnson Fisher

Upsilon—University of Oklahoma
Wendy Dunham Brady

Zeta Beta—Lehigh University
Mary Beth Dulcey Morabito

Zeta Delta—Towson University
Katherine Klinefelter Hastings

ARC WITH DIAMONDS AND PEARL
Iota—University of Washington
Sandy McMurray Novak
Cherie Tucker

Lambda—Northwestern University
Cherie Johnson Wickstrom

Rho—Iowa State University
Janice Johnson Fisher

Upsilon—University of Oklahoma
Wendy Dunham Brady

Zeta Beta—Lehigh University
Mary Beth Dulcey Morabito

Zeta Delta—Towson University
Katherine Klinefelter Hastings